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Abstract 
Giordano, C. and L.G. Rodono, Further monotonicity and convexity properties of the zeros of cylinder 
functions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 245-251. 
Let c,~ be the kth positive zero of the cylinder function C,<x, a)= J,(x) cos (Y - Y,(X) sin a, 0 <(Y < CFT, 
where .!“(x> and I’,(X) are the Bessel functions of the first and the second kind, respesfi~~ely. We prove that 
the function v(d2cvk /dv* + 8)/c,, increases with v 2 0 for suitable values of 6 and k - (Y /v 2 0.7070.. . 
From this result under the same conditions we deduce, among other things, that c,~ + $6~~ is convex as a 
function of v 2 0. Moreover, we show some monotonicity properties of the function c$ /v. Our results 
improve known results. 
Keywords: Zeros of Bessel functions. 
1. Introduction 
For v 2 0 let cVk be the kth positive zero of the cylinder function 
C,( x, (u) =&(x) cos a! - Y,(x) sin cy, 
where 0 < (Y < T and J,< x), Y,(x) are the Bessel functions of the first and the second kind, 
respectively. 
We use the notation jyK = c,~ where K = k - (Y/T, introduced in [2]. When K = k (a = O), we 
get the zeros jV, of the function J,(x). 
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In the literature many results are known on the monotozicity, concavity and convexity of the 
function jt,K with respect to v & 0 and for fixed K (see [4-6] for references). For example we 
know {I ] that i,, is concave for K 2 0.344. . . and u 2 0. However the function jyK + cyu2 with 
CY 2 1 is convex [7] with respect to v, for u >, 0 and K 2 K~ = 0.7070.. . . The investigation of 
similar properties when cy < 1 arises naturally. 
In this paper we prove the convexity of jYK + $6~’ under the same conditions, for suitable 
values of oosiiive S. Our results are more general than the ones ih [i]. 
Moreover, we know that the function j,‘, is convex for v 3 0 and K >, ~~ = 0.7070.. . 161. In 
[9] is proved that the function j:JCv + 1) is an increasing function of u on ( - 1, + 00). 
In this work we study the behaviour of j&/v for v > 0 and we show that there exists a value 
vK such that the function j:Jv decreases on (0, z-$ and increases on (v,, + 00). Furthermore it 
is convex on (0, y,]. Our results complete the results found in [I l] where the authors proved the 
monotonicity of j&/v for sufficiently large r and they showed the monotonicity of j,:/v only 
for 3 < v < a~ 
1 he properties of jy, cited above arise in the quantum mechanical explanation for the origin 
of the vortex lines which are produced in superfluid helium when its container is rotated. This 
explanation has been proposed in [12]. 
2. results 
For the sake of simplicity we use the notations 
‘? djuK - N d2LK -IIt d3jvK 
I =- =- =- VK dv ’ I VK du’ ’ .I VK du3 . 
Theorem 2.1. For v 2 0 and K go 0.7070. . , the function 
fiv) = j(jzK +6) 
YK 
increases with u, for each 6 2 jhE/(2 joKJ. 
Proof. Clearly we have to prove that 
for v 2 0, K 2 0.7070, . . and 6 2 jhf/(2 j,,,). 
For the values of v and K raken into consideration 
inequality is true when 
we have jrK > 0 [4]. So the previous 
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Since d( v/‘j,,)/dv is positive for u 2 0 and K 3 0.7070.. . [4, p.761, we have to show only that 
jI: d- S > 0. We can use the lower bound 
which follows immediately from the convexity of jzL,/’ for K > 0.7070.. l and y > 0 [4, p-751, [5, 
p.509]. 




and recalling that j:: increases with u > 0 [4], we find 
I j;“, 
j&> --7, zQ.0. 
2 Jo,t 
Hence jiK + 6 is positive at least for all S > jit/(2 jO,) and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
complete. 0 
Remark 2.2. In the important case of the zeros jVk of J,< x) corresponding to K = k, we could 
estimate the value jiz/j,, using the differential inequalities [8] 
dL Lk 
-< 
du u+l+ 1 
(2 1) . 
where /Z&X), n 2 0, are the Lommel polynomials [13, p.2941. When K = k = 1, recalling that 
ji, = -0.350987..., [ 10, p.3831, Theorem 2.1 holds for each S > 0.350 987. . . . 
Corollary 2.3. For u 3 0 and K > 0.7070. . , the function 
f( ) U =f-(j&+6) 
VK 
increases with u, for all 6 >, 1. 




Since j;, < $7~ [3, p.5101, we can deduce the inequality 
1 jiii &K -- 
2 joK < io, ’ 
Recalling that ji, < joK for K > 0.7070.. . [4, p.751, Corollary 2.3 follows immediately. 
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Corolhy 2.4. For v 3 0 and K 2 0.7070.. , the finction jy, + i6v2 is convex with respect o v, 
for all 6 aj&42 jOJ 
We note that in the case K =k=l the function jy,+pv2 is convex for paO.175493..., 
v t 0, where jVl is the first positive zero of J,(X) (see Remark 2.2). 
ore geneia?ly, we have the following remark. 
Remark 2.5. The function jvk + PV* is convex for p >, (2 + &)/D(v + 2>j$ I, v > 0, where jyk is 
the k th positive zero of J,(x). 
This result can be obtained from 
using the inequalities 
jik ’ (v + jvk)jvk 
1 
j:k < -- v-I-2 
[6 p-21 7 
[8, P.140] 9 
2 
j;k > 7 + 
8(v + 1)’ 
[9, p.196]. 
vk $k 
We observe that the estimate of fi depends on the zeros jVk for which we know many lower and 
upper bounds and it is also sharp for large values of v. 
For exampie, if k = 1, we can see that the function jP; -C ,Gv* is convex for .R >- (2 + jy’;! x 
[2(v + 2)jz,]-‘. This estimate is less than 0.175 492 for every v 2 1.5. For v = 1.5 we have 
/3 3 0.1570079 and for v = 2, p > 0.1344789. 
To prove the monotonicity properties of j&/v in Theorem 2.8, we shall prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. For v > 0 and K 2 0.7070. . , there exists exactly one mue vK such that 
proof. We know by [4, p.761 that j,,/:* decreases for v > 0 and K 2 0.7070.. . . By the concavity 
Property of j,, also jl, decreases for v 2 0 and K 2 0.344.. . [l]. Now we consider the function 
g(v) = 2 -il,, v > 0. 
Taking into account the asymptotic formula [lo.. (4.2)] for jyK and the bounds 1 <ji, < irr, for 
v+o+, g(v) tends to f 00. For v + + 00, g(v) tends to - $, according to lim, __ j:, = 
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lim v __j,,Jv = 1 for the zeros jyK with K 2 0.7070. . [2, p.2081, [4, p.761, [6, p.3]. Hence there 
exists at least a positive value vK such that 
‘I jY K 
J =I( VI? 2VK l 
Now we show that the function g(v) decreases as v increases from 0 to +-00. Differentiating 
g(v), we have to prove 
j:Kv -jYK 
g’(v) = zv2 -jI: < 0. 
For our purpose we need the following estimate on jrK [4, p.741: 
‘I 2 
-jpKjiK 
j:K ’ “;:; j,,)j,, 9 
for z+Oand K>O.7070... . 
Thus it is sufficient to show the inequality 
or, equivalently 
1 1 
’ +j”, <21,’ 
recalling that vjiK - jyK < 0 [4, p.761. But this is true because jyK > v 14, p.801. Hence there &s 
exactly one value v,- such that g(v,) = 0. 0 
Furthermore we deduce the inequalities 
(2 2) . 
Remark 2.7. In the important case of zeros jV, of the Bessel function J,,(x), it is possible to 
determine some interval Zk such that vk E Zk. 
We could use inequalities (2.1) to obtain upper bounds for jLk and inequalities [9, p.1951 
(2 3) . 
to have lower bounds for j:,. 
As an example, in the case k = 1, using (2.1) with I = 3, we estimate j;,, < 1.2714.. and by 
mathematical tables we obtain ij2,, = 1.2839.. . . Hence j:, i j,,,/(2v) for 0 < v < 2. From (2.3) 
with in = 3, we have j& > 1.2234.. and j,,/(2v) for v = 2.5 is 1.15269.. . We can deduce 
jl:, > j,,,/(2v) for v 2 2.5. Clearly the value v1 such that jL,l = j,,J(2v,) is on the interval (2, 
2.5). 
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‘fkorem t.8. For v > 0 and K 2 0.7070. . . , the firihon j,‘,/v decreases on (0, v,) and increases 
on (v,, + 4, where vK is defined as in Lemma 2.6. 
f. A differentiation of j&/v gives 
d j& 2j,,j& v - j,‘, --= 
dv v V2 
Applying Lemma 2.6 and using inequalities (2.2) we deduce that j&/v decreases on (0, v,) and 
increases on (v,, + 4. 0 





the fbnction j&/v is convex when the inequality 
or 
-t I2 1 LK 
j,:, > - F + - 2 j:, - - 
VK V [ 1 V 
(2 4) . 
holds. Taking into account the convexity of iv’, with respect to v, for v > 0 and K >, 0.344.. . , 
we see that (2.4) is verified when j:, < j,,/(2v), that is, for 0 < v d vK. 
For example, in the case K = k = 1, we have 
function jzl/v is convex at least for 0 < v < 2 < v 1. 
V, E (2,2.5), (see Remark 3.7), hence the 
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